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Abstract—In most data control scenarios there is the opportunity for oversight by those who, while perhaps not directly involved in the creation of the data, understand the intended usage of the data. We argue that due to the proliferation of online data and our aging population, data owners will increasingly face requests for data access and usage when such oversight is not present because the original data owner/creator is unavailable (e.g. because of death or incapacitation). We outline the technical and user experience challenges in supporting this data usage scenario, focusing on the online service setting, and highlight some emerging research problems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data usage control comes with a host of challenges including policy support, verifiability and usability of the implementing systems. In most cases, however, it is assumed that the correct functionality is known, that is, for many contexts it is understood what should happen to the data, and the challenge is primarily ensuring that this actually happens. When a user dies or is otherwise unexpectedly unavailable to manage their data, even this clarity is quickly lost. To prepare for such a situation, the user would ideally have a clear data control plan that can be invoked.

Such plans are increasingly needed due to the explosion of online content. According to recent research reports from Pew [17], 91% of adults use email, 69% use an online social networking site, 22% contribute to online forum, 15% contribute to web pages or blogs, 61% bank online, 11% trade stocks online, 8% participate in an online dating site, 21% use technology to track health information [9], 65% make travel reservations online, 36% play games online and 71% buy products online. Since many of these activities involve the use of online accounts, many users have substantial digital “estates” for which they may want to plan.

From the perspective of even a single online service, the need for digital data planning can be substantial, particularly as the population ages. The world annual death rate has been close to 8 people out of 1000 in recent years [5], [13]. As an example, for GMail, which reportedly has 425M users (specifically, monthly active users [15], [18]), this rate yields a rough estimate of more than 9,300 deaths per day, which of course, is an underestimate for Google as a whole since only a subset of Google users are GMail users. Similar estimates for Facebook have ranged as high or higher (see, for example [L12, K12]). Clearly, these are very coarse estimates as they ignore other factors that impact the actual death rate, such as the age distribution of the users of the service. That said, it seems quite likely that with the increasing popularity of online services such as these, the number of requests service providers receive for the data of demised of otherwise unavailable users will be substantial. The situation is aggravated by the fact that digital data planning is still relatively rare [19].

While death is perhaps the most common cause of this situation (e.g., see [6]) other unintended absences like extended illness or incarceration/capture should also result in execution of the user’s plan. In addition, the user’s plan may vary according to the circumstances in which it is executed as well as according to the specific data types it covers. For example, a human rights activist who is incarcerated may prefer a “freeze” on their account for a period of time, rather than opening access to a beneficiary immediately, and many users may wish to plan for their social networking data, blogs, email and online photo repositories quite differently.

For an online service provider to effectively support users when planning for control and usage of their data when they are no longer able to manage it, a host of technical and UX challenges must be met. The goal of this paper is to outline both the core challenges, those we see as essential to a working solution, and the challenges that will become increasingly important over time.

II. TECHNICAL AND UX CHALLENGES

Technological support for control over digital estates is a nascent area and as such users will come to any tool with some apprehension and a mix of expectations. To gain traction, it is key that tools build trust through providing reliable and secure services that meet the predominant user needs.
Just as account recovery tools have become a common attack vector (e.g. through password reset challenge questions [11]) a digital estate management tool is a potential vehicle for gaining unauthorized account access. To manage this risk, tool designers should consider allowing for constrained access to a users account, e.g. “read-only” access, to prevent user impersonation. In addition, delays and warnings can be used to ensure access to trustees is not given prematurely. Finally, when access to trustees is granted, strong authentication is beneficial.

One potential approach to digital data planning is simply to share passwords with trusted associates. When the account owner is no longer available, associates still have access. This is a poor security practice, though, and may be a legal or terms-of-service violation. In addition, such a practice has the potential to delay the correct triggering of digital estate management tools since account access by users who are not the primary account owner can cause the account to appear active despite a lack of use by the primary owner [6]. In addition, the fact that password sharing is often a violation of an website’s terms of service, makes it a risky mechanism for digital estate planning.

For some forms of digital data, a common user need is the ability to grant read access to trustees for some period of time. Some users may prefer that their account stays readable indefinitely, others may desire that the account be deleted after some review. That said, depending on the category of data, the predominant user need may vary. For example, a user is likely to wish to provide indefinite download access to online photo albums, and potentially, write access to the same albums; whereas they are unlikely to desire the same degree of interaction with their email account. The online service provider needs to support the predominant access preferences for their particular data categories. The complaints companies like Yahoo! and Facebook have received over their treatment of deceased user accounts (see, for example, [10], [16]) attests to the difficulty of understanding user preferences.

III. EMERGING RESEARCH CHALLENGES

As technological support for digital data planning becomes more adopted, use of the tools will likely surface more subtle challenges. In particular, we highlight a few needs we anticipate will emerge.

Identifying sensitive content: Bob may specify Alice should have access to his email, forgetting the handful of emails in which he complains about Alice and/or describes intervals in which he complains about Alice and/or describes intervals in which he continues to complain about Alice and/or describes intervals in which he continues to complain about Alice and/or describes intervals in which he continues to complain about Alice and/or describes intervals in which he continues to complain about Alice.

Text mining, sentiment analysis and anomaly detection may be able to flag some of these examples for Bob.

Predicting user preference for new uses: As the world changes, data use cases arise that were difficult to even imagine previously. Such use cases are unlikely to be reflected in a users stated plan for their data, yet may be cases that the user would have wanted to support. For example, a user who shares health data with an online support group, may be quite willing to have their data used for research on new diseases, assuming the data are not directly linkable to them. Can a system be trained to potentially recognize data use cases that are likely acceptable to the user, and if so, should such a system be used?

Supporting variable access to content: Some digital data, like email, is inherently personal, but other content, like online profiles and blogs, is intended for a broader audience. Some users may wish to ensure the accessibility of certain content categories, or even for certain artifacts within a category, after they lose access to their content. For example, a user may be comfortable with making their online social network account into a living memorial where friends can leave comments, but only want read access for their email account. Can support for such complex access rules be implemented in a usable fashion? Also are there any underlying rules that should govern access given the certain content may be valuable to many people [12]?

IV. CONCLUSION

We’ve argued that digital estate planning is a considerable and growing problem for online service providers. In the near-term, supporting this data control need requires addressing the abuse vectors that already exist for account recovery and understanding the main use cases for particular categories of data. As users become more comfortable with digital estate planning we anticipate a demand for services with more features and in particular, the ability to predict the sensitivity and correct data control plan for individual data artifacts.
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